Classroom
doors
Education solutions

Every school has several security zones, each with a unique set of
requirements and openings. Classrooms are the innermost security
zone in a school.
Three distinct classroom lockdown solutions:

Classroom door—remote lockdown operational requirements:
Doors can be locked or unlocked during the day per school
requirement, but should always be closed

Centralized lockdown: Simultaneous building-wide lockdown
controlled by an individual using access control software

Doors are secured after hours

Local remote lockdown: A standalone electronic solution
activated by a fob within proximity of the door

Access when door is locked is gained by a valid credential or key
Free egress is available at all times

Manual lockdown: Relies on an individual to be at the door
with the right key in hand during a lockdown situation

Lockdown achieved without exiting classroom

Standard features
In most applications and most institutional settings a basic
classroom door—remote lockdown package includes these
standard features:
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Ives hinges
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Schlage CO-220 classroom lock
with remote fob and indicator
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Ives door silencer
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LCN door closer
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Ives door stop

Classroom doors: Education solutions

Innovative solutions for secure
classroom lockdown
Allegion offers you an array of products designed exclusively
to provide swift and seamless lockdown of a classroom in an
emergency situation.
Centralized lockdown
Schlage® AD-400 wireless networked locks utilize patent-pending
Wake-Up On Radio™ technology to enable lockdown in seconds.
Schlage® AD-300 hardwired networked locks also enable
centralized lockdown, and offer many features that can be
monitored by access control software.
The AD-Series was designed on an open architecture platform
so that it can easily be integrated into virtually any access control
system via Wiegand, Clock & Data or RS-485.

Schlage® AD-400
wireless networked lock

Schlage® CO-220
electronic lock with keyfob

Remote local lockdown
The Schlage® CO-220 standalone classroom security lock with
remote fob allows for immediate local lockdown.
Lockdown can be initiated for up to 10 doors in range by pressing
the button on the fob, which can be worn around the neck or wrist.
When activated, the visual indicator on the interior of the lock
illuminates providing verification that the door is secured.
Manual lockdown
The Schlage® L-Series mortise lock with 180° visual indicator
allows one to view the door lock status from across the room.

Schlage®
L-Series and ND-Series
mechanical locks

Standard on the Schlage® ND-Series classroom security lock,
the ND Indicator rose provides at-a-glance instructions for
securing the door from inside the room.
Note: These security solutions are designed only as a guide and do not take into consideration local codes
and regulations that may be in place. Please contact your local Allegion representative to design a specification
to meet your unique needs.
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Speak to a specification writer about
building standards, code compliance
or specification assistance

Access our online security and safety
self-assessment tools

Speak with a sales associate about our
solutions, grant funding or seamless
integration with your one card system

Review case studies about how schools build the
foundation of security and safety

Find information about our products and services
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